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1. Introduction. Let T be a conservative positive contraction on the Lx space of

a finite measure space (X, &, ft). A theorem of Chacon [5], [2] shows that T defines

a sub CT-field J of J^ consisting of invariant subsets of X. The ratio ergodic limits are

measurable with respect to J [5], [2] and the class of these limits contains Lm(X, J, ft),

which can be considered as the invariant functions of the adjoint transformation [2].

The main purpose of the present paper is to show that any positive contraction on

LX(X, 3F, ft) behaves, asymptotically, like a conservative transformation (Theorems

3 and 4) and that the invariant functions of the adjoint transformation can be

approximated by the ratio ergodic limits.

Intuitively, a ratio ergodic limit corresponds to the result of an averaging process

of different values of a function. It is then natural to consider these limits as func-

tions that are smooth with respect to the asymptotic behaviour of the transforma-

tion. This leads (Theorem 6) to a Martin-Doob type representation [12], [8] of

invariant functions as the L» functions of a compact Hausdorff space JÏ with a

Baire measure. The topology on Ji is just strong enough to make the ergodic

limits to correspond to continuous functions. As an example we consider a trans-

formation of Feller [10] and show that for this case the above representation is

identical with the Poisson representation of harmonic functions in the unit disk.

We also consider the possibility of joining X and JÍ, convergence of measures to

i' in IuJ (Theorem 7), and a relation (Lemma 9) between the Feller and

Martin-Doob type representations, corresponding to a result of Feldman [9].

2. Preliminaries. Let (X, ¿F,p) be a finite measure space and let Lp =

Lv(X,!F,p), la/?^oo be the usual Banach spaces, and Lp denote the positive

cone of Lp. Let T: Lx -*■ Lx be a positive linear contraction and U: LOT -> Lx be its

dual. For oei„ define Ta:Lx^ Lx as Taf=af+ T(l-a)fife Lx, and let Ua be its

dual. If xe is the characteristic function of E e ¡F we write TE and UE instead of

TXE and UXs.

The following partial ordering of Lx is similar to that of Bishop and deLeeuw

given in [3].

Definition 1. For fige Lx, /-<g if and only if there exist an integer « ê 1 and

ax,.. .,aneLx such that O^a,^ 1 for /=1,..., « and g=Tan- ■ -Taif.

This relation is reflexive and transitive and f<g implies ||/|i^ ||g||i. Also, an
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induction argument shows that if/-<g then there exists an integer «^ 1 such that

g<Tnf Hence {geLx \ g>f} is (upward) directed by <.

Definition 2. For P e FJe Li let

WEf _ sup f g dp,    QEf = lim YEg.
a>f Je 9>/

Note that ©^-lim,,«, VETnf.

Lemma I. The limits ipE=limn^x Uêxe and 0E = limn^co Un<fiE both exist (a.e.)and

satisfy

vBf= jfafdp,  eEf=jeEfdp.

Proof. By induction, UExE\ and UntpE\, so the limits exist. Now if/eP£

satisfies

(*) XzWSXEf,      XE'UftiXE'f

with EC=X—E, then for all a eLa, O^a^ 1, we have

UJ= of+(l-a)UfS XEfi+XE°Uf= UEf.

Since, by induction, Uexe satisfies (*) for all «^0, we get, again by induction,

Uan- ■ • Uai xeS Uexe, and hence YB/= J" ipEfdp. The final part follows from the

definition (cf. also [4] and [2]).

Definition 3. For E,Fe3F, let

<I>EF   —  'Pe + 4'f — 4'EkjF,      OeF   =   6e+6f—0EuF-

^ef, ®ef are the functionals on Lx defined by the Lm functions <$>EF, 9EF.

We note that </>EF and 6EF are monotone and subadditive in each index. This

follows easily from the following general result, which will be useful to obtain

other relations between these set functions (cf. [7]).

Lemma 2. If a{ is real and A^eSF for i—1,...,« and A = \Jï=x A¡, then

Xa _T- i o4m - 0 implies 2?. i fl,f,, _ 0 and 2?= x afiM â 0.

Proof. If feLt and E^F, E,Fe&, then by induction: XFcT}fSxFcTif.

Hence

0 _  f   4>ETnFfdp S f   ^Tlfdp S f   <pETEfdp
Jf° Jfc Jec

_ jhTSfdp-j 4>ETïfdp S ^Ef-f nfdp -> 0
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as « —»■ oo. Now

<pEfdp =      </>EXFfdiJ.+    >/>EXFcfdp =      <l>EXFfdp+    4>ETEXFcfdp

=  I tl'EXFfdp+   ^ETxFcfidp =  I i/iETFfdp

= jhT^fdp = f ^Tifdfi+j   hTïfdp,

and hence limn^^ §Fi/jET]pf dp=§ >/iEf dp.  Using this for the case  of A^A,

i'=l,..., «, we get

0 ̂  2 a> f KTVdp^ 2 a< IW«**
i = i    .m ¡ = i    •'

as « -> oo, which proves the first assertion. Since (7 is positive, the remainder

follows.

Lemma 3. IfxE^E = aXE then 6E^a<[iE.

Proof. From the proof of the previous lemma we have that, for/e Lx,

lim f   6ETlfdp = 0.
n-»oo Je"

Hence

f **/<//* =  [^Tlfdp = lim  f 0B71f¿fc

ä a lim      TEfdp S: a    \\>Efdp.
71-.CO Je J

Finally we prove the following.

Lemma 4. For E,Fe&, \BE\* = ¡IxeM»=° or 1 a«¿ ||0efIU = ||xeöefII°° =

Mtfl.-Oorl.

Proof. For g e Li, as « -> oo, 0 ^ 0b(xec7e£) S ^(x^T^) -> 0 as in the proof

of Lemma 2. Hence the decomposition 0Bg = &ET^g= @E(xETêg)+ ®E(XEcTEg)

shows that || ö£|| M = HxiAII «>. Now, for «, «7 ä 1,

0*g = ©e^T^ = Hm lim <dE(xETnETmg) á Hm lim ||tfs||« Hx^r-glU
m-»con-»oo m-*oon-»oo

= lim ||0E|UY£rmg= ||öÄ|U0rf
m-*<o

which completes the proof of the first part, since || 0B|| M á 1. For the second part,

we have, if geLi, 0¿ ®EF(xEcTEg) = ®E(XEcT¡¡g)-^ 0 as « ^ oo which shows that

¡ö£fIU = Ixeö£;f||oo. Now

0rf-0*Ow7ïg) = 0£(xB^f) â ©ï^OtïTÎ«) = llxí^li = ^es;
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thus, 0Bg S limoso ©BwjXxüPf-g)-^^ Replacing g by Tmg and letting m-»co

we get

&Eg = lim lim eEuF(XET%T"<g).
m-* CO 71 -. 00

Next, consider

e£f(XEP£Pmg)  =  (®E+®F-®EuF)(XETETmg)

and let « ->- oo to get

<=W = ®Eg+ Hm 0F(x£P5Pmg)-Hm eEuF(XET^Tmg).
n-. oo n-. oo

Now, letting «z —> oo we have

0£Fg = lim lim eF(XETnET"<g).
m-* oo n->co

But

®EFgi ¡Ö„||«,lim lim ¡xETETmg\\x
m-* co n-* co

S H M „üm ^ETmg
m-» oo

s ||M-©_?-
Hence

®EFg = @EF(TnETmg)

= lim  lim QEF(xETnETmg)
m-* oo n-* co

^ || 0„ IL lim lim QF(xETnETmg)
m-* oo TI-.00

_   ||Ö£F|L0EF»J.

This completes the proof, since ||0fiF|L = 1-

Definition 4. _ = {PeJ¡r| 0£B«=O}.

Lemma 5. _ is afield.

Proof. Let P, Pe _ and G = P n P. Then

0   _   0GGc   =   OgŒ* uFc)   S   6GBc + daF<:   S   Qee' + Qff"   =   0.

Thus G e _.

Definition 5. si is the Poo-closure of the class of --simple functions.

We note that s4 is a sub-Banach space of Lx.

Theorem I. For a real valued function feLx, the following conditions are

equivalent :

(i)fes/,
(ii) lima>90 ifg dp exists for all g0 e Lf,

(iii) for all real numbers a and e>0,

eEF = 0       where       E = {x \f(x) S «},   F = {x \f(x) £ « + £J.
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Proof. (i)=>(ii). If E e 2 then 6E + 8Ec = 6X ; thus, for a real valued g0 e Li,

lim sup j   g dp = lim sup   g dp. — lim sup       g dp,
9>90       Je 9>í>0       J 9>9o       JeC

= lim inf    g dp.
s>so   Je

Therefore lim9>90 J xsgdp exists for all £e2.

Hence it exists for all S-simple functions, and thus for allfe stf.

(ii)=>(iii). Suppose E and Fare as in (iii) but that 9EF^0. Then || dEF\\ a = 1 and for

all 8 >0 there exists g0 e Li with \\g0\\x = 1 and J 9EFg dp^l-8. Hence 0£go £ 1 — 8

and 0Fgo= I-3- Thus lim sup9>90 §fg dp^(l -$)(a + e) and lim inf9>9o ¡ fg c/ftá

(1 — S)ce+Sj|y |j „o- If 8 is chosen sufficiently small we see that lim9>,90 ¡fg dp does

not exist.

(iii)=>(i). Let ax<a2< ■ ■ ■ <an be « numbers and let E¡ = {x \ f(x)^a/}. Now

J,6EiEÏ = %(eEi+eEÏ-ex)
i=l i=l

=    2  ̂  - 1 + 8*¡ - Ö* - 1 U-f) + i8* + V - 6X)
1-2

^   1.

Hence if Ea = {x\ f(x) ¿ a} then ôEaEç ̂ 0 for only countably many cz's, and so

festf.

3. Invariant functions.

Definition 6. Jf={f\feLaa,f=Uf} is the class of invariant functions of U.

We assume J>rV{0}.

Note that dP is a sub-Banach space of LM. Also, if « e 2? and g'>g e Li, then

J //g' dp = § hg dp and hence lim9>9 J hg' dp exists. Thus 2? <^stf.

If/e jaf, then lim^„ J/Tng dp = limn^x / Unfg dp exists for all g e L^JT, 3?, ft).

Hence the bounded sequence Unf, «=1,2,... has a limit ir(f) in the w*-topology

of Lm. Obviously the limit lies in ¿V, so v: stf -*■ ̂ f is a positive linear contraction.

Definition 7. .s/o = ker7r={/e .s/ | w*-lim i7n/=0}. Hence stf/stf0 = ^' is a

canonical, isometric isomorphism.

Now stf isa C*-algebra with the usual operations. We show that stf0 is a closed

ideal.

Theorem 2. stf0 is a closed ideal in stf.

Proof. Let/e stf0 and assume that/is real. Choose e>0 and set E={x \f(x)^e}.

We may assume EelZ. Suppose 6E^0; then for all 8 > 0, there is a g e Li such that

||g|i = l and 0£g^l-S. Hence:

0= lim ft7n/.gcfft =lim  [fTngdp
n-> co J n-*co J

^ e lim  f Tngdp- 11/11 . lim  f   T-gc/ft
n->coJg n-*aa Jec

= <l-8)-||/||M8.
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Clearly, this fails for small S, and so 6E = 0. Thus if E={x | \f(x)\ >e}, we have

eE=o.

Now if hesa,h + 0, set F={x \ \f(x)h(x)\^e}. Since F<={x | |/(x)| _e/||/z|L},

we have 6F = 0. Hence

lim  [un(fh)gdp  S e lim  f Tng dp + e\\g\\x       ifgeP+
n-» oo   J n-+ co Jj?

_ eligí!       foralle>0.

Hence/« g s/0.

As a result of the lemma, we have given sJ/sJG, and hence JP the struc-

ture of a C*-algebra. Thus J? has a representation as the set of complex

valued continuous functions on its maximal ideal space. This corresponds to

Feller's representation [10] of the invariant functions of certain Markov processes,

and we shall refer to ^"s maximal ideal space as the Feller boundary.

As is known [8], [11], the Feller boundary is larger than it need be. In the next

section, we obtain some properties of ratio ergodic limits, and use them to define

a sub C*-algebra 'S of #?, with a maximal ideal space Ji, smaller than the Feller

boundary, but large enough to represent Jf as a function algebra on Ji. This

corresponds to the Martin-Doob representation [12], [8], [11] for some classes of

functions, and Ji will be referred to as the Martin-Doob boundary.

4. Properties of ratio ergodic limits. In [6] Chacon and Ornstein proved that for

any fgeLx, with g > 0, the limit :

I   T*f
lim^-

.-M.      -       Tkg

k = x

exists a.e. We denote the limit function by (f/g). It is also known [5], [4], [1], that

if « S (f/g) Sßa.e. on EeáF, then a S ̂ E(fWE(g) _ ß-

Theorem 3. IffgeLx with g >0, and

E = {x\(f/g)(x)Sa},

F = {x\(f/g)(x)^a+e},

then 6EtF = 0, for all a ^ 0 and e > 0.

Proof. If «*.,#<) then ||yA.fIL = F Let 8>0and set Eô={x| 0s.,(x)_ 1-8}nE,

and similarly for F¿. Then Wxe-e^e-e,,, P|L - ||j_-sA.fIL = 1 ~8- Hence 6E_Et<p

=0, and so dEi,FSOEtFSÖEi,F + ^E-E0,F = ^Ei.F which implies 0Eo,F = 0E¡F. Now

t//Ei^ 8EôFi^1-SonfjUFj. Hence <jiEt^(1 — 8)^ on Eô u F6, which by Lemma

2 yields <pEi *(1 - 3)^d, and 0F, £(1 - 8)0£ä. Now (f/g) SaonEö yieldsYEJ/YEigSa.

Similarly (f/g)^a+e on F6 implies Y^f/^V^g^a+e.These relations yield a T^g

^(l-o)2(a+eyVEig which is false for small 8 if ^(g^O. Hence dEtF = 0.
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Corollary. Iff, geLx and (f/g) e LK, then (f/g) e stf.

453

Remark. If T is conservative, then Theorem 3 corresponds to the fact that (f/g)

is measurable with respect to the a-field of invariant sets (cf. [5], [2]).

Theorem 4. If(f/g)eL„, and he stf, then $ n(h)fdp=( n(h(f/g))g dp.

Proof. Recall that j" 7r(«(//g))g c7ft = limn^ M J" h(f/g)Tng dp. We may assume/and

« are real. Choose £>0, and let Eu, 1 íki,jikk be a 2 partition of Zsuch that

! h - 2 «íXeI;       < *,    I (f/g) - 2 aiXElf I    < *
ii oo i; || co

for suitable real «¡, a¡ with |«¡| ^ |«||oo, 1^1 ^ ||(//g)||a>. Now

I lim ¡h(f/g)Tngdp- 2 V, hm  f   T»g dp
| n-°° J ij = x n->eo Je»

= I lim  f«(//g)Tng ¿ft - 2 «.c^GO ^ 4g\\i(\\h\U + \\(flg)U).

Let 8 > 0 be fixed and set E't) = {x \ 8Ett(x) ä 1 — 8} n El}. Then, as before, 6E'tj = 8Eij,

and from Lemma 3, 6E'tl^(l-8)</iE>r Now |aj-(//g)|áe on E{,- implies that

\a¡ — ̂E'ufl^E¡¡g\ =e-  [Here we consider only those 7%'s with 8Eij^0.] Hence:

E|y68e,.* 0

ISlll-

Also:

Finally,

and

2 a.^©*«*-2>«w
E,f*o      T Bus a

Ih^'J-Zh^J

lillil

^ 11*11

o(||(//g)|.+£)A:23.

|i^28

2«i0E,/-lim  ¡hTnfdp

Putting together all these inequalities, we conclude the result.

5. A representation for J4?.

Definition 8. <3   is   the   sub-C*-algebra   of  ¿C   generated   by   the   class

W//1) |/eL-}.
Let JIcl'S* be the maximal ideal space of 5? with the w* topology induced from

<&*. Let 88 be the a-field of Baire sets of Ji.

Note that 'S contains the unit n(l) of Jf, and that g e % is invertible in ^ if

and only if it is invertible in ¿P.
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The C*-algebra '¿¡(Ji) of continuous complex valued functions on Ji is iso-

metrically* isomorphic to (S under the Gelfand mapping a: <$ -^■c€(Jf). This

mapping is order preserving. To see this first we need a few lemmas.

Lemma 6. IffeJF then 4/T- \f\2.

Proof. We can assume that/is real. Let g e LI with |g||i = l. Then

\\fsdp\ = |J/-7*4*| _ iJl/rPg^l1   \JTgdp
1/2

Hence \§fg dp\2S / U\f\2g dp. If |/|2> \Uf\2 on a set of positive measure, then

there exist EeSF,p(E)>0,a^0 and e>0 such that |/|^a+eand U\f\2Sa2 on P.

Take g=fxE/\f\p(E). Then

(a + e)2 S   jfgdp^ S ju\f\2gdp S a2

which is a contradiction. Hence U\f\2 ^ |/|2 and tr\f\2 S: |/|2.

There is a canonical mapp Lx -> S* defined by (jf)(g) = jfgdp,feLx,ge 'S.

We now show that

Lemma 7. Ji is contained in the w*-closure of jLx in 'S*.

Proof. Choose m e Ji and suppose that the w* neighborhood {P | |Pg¡ — mgt\ <e,

z'=l,...,«} of «j defined by gx,..., gne <S, e>0 is disjoint of jLf. Let

" = 2 7r[(gi-lm8i)(gi-lm8i)]-
i = l

Now, let/e PÍ, |/|i-l. Then

(jf)u= 2 U|gi-lwgi|2/'i^
¡=i j

= 2   ki-i^giiyiZ/u.
i=i j

n        /.

2   (g¡-lwgo/^
1=1  J

Hence zz^e2 a.e. and hence zz is invertible in Pœ. This implies that u is invertible

in 'S. But this is impossible since mu=0.

Corollary. jLx is dense in 'S* in the w*-topology.

Theorem 5. The Gelfand mapping a: 'S -+'ë(JÎ) is positive.

Proof. If g jg 0 a.e. then g** ä 0 on jL£ where g —> g** is the canonical embedding

of 'S into 'S**. Since jLx is dense in Ji and g** is continuous, g** ^ 0 on Ji. Hence

°-g=g**U_o.
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Now we would like to extend a to J?. First note that, by the Riesz representation

theorem, any FeS* can be represented by a measure ftF on (J(, 88). In particular,

let ß—pfx. From the order-preserving property of the Riesz representation one can

see that for anyfe Lx, p¡¡ is absolutely continuous with respect to fi. In fact we can

obtain dpjf/dfi as follows. First, considering only Lx functions we have

Lemma 8. IffeLx then plf«ß and dp]f/dß = oTr(f/l).

Proof. For any g e 'S,

[    og.on(f/l)dß=   f    on[g.rr(f/l)]dß=   f  n[gn(f/l)] dp
Jj( Jm Jx

=  f -[<?(//!)] dp = \ gfdp,
Jx Jx

where the last equality follows from Theorem 4.

Definition 9. Let Tf=an(f/l),feLx.

Note that the linear mapping/-^ t/defines a positive contraction L^(X, &, ft)

-^L^(J(,88,ß). But it is also a contraction for the corresponding Lx norms;

hence it is a contraction for all Lp norms, I^/j^oo. We can then extend this

mapping to LP(X, IF, ft) -s- Lp(Jt, 88, ß) with the property that ¡¡xgfdp = j//agrfdß

for all g e S,fe Lp.

We can now prove a representation theorem for JP.

Theorem 6. There is a positive isometric * isomorphism between J>P and

Lx(Ji, @, ft).

Proof. LetheJP and define <Aft e S* by

4>h(g) = jx "(gh) dp.

Note that ifheS then </>h is represented by the measure o(h) ■ dß on Jt. Let yh be the

representing measure of </>h,heJP. Then, for any nonnegative continuous function

og(ge @+) on M

°gdyh\ =        Tr(gh)dp   ^ ||A||„     gc/ft = (|A|]«,       ogdß
\Jj( \Jx Jx Jj(

which shows that yh is absolutely continuous with respect to ß and has a density

function bounded by ¡«Hoc- We denote this density function by ah, noting that it

is actually an extension of <r, and \\ah\\m $¡ ||«|a,. Furthermore, if leL«, then

f    o(h)r(l)dß=   f    a(h)o7r(l/l)dß=   f Tt(h-7,(1/1)) dp

=     f    77(« •(//!)) ¿ft   =     i    «/¿ft.
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Hence \jxhl dp\S ||°7»|L llalli- MIL- ||/||i, so ||«|L _ |k«|L. Thus the extended
a is also an Pœ-norm isometry. To show that aJf=Lm(Ji, 38, p), first note that, if

h e Jf, I e LX(X, ¿r p) then

f hi dp    =     f    a(h)r(l)dp
\Jx Jm

S ¡«täIUHt/IL S \oh\x\l\

hence |«||i_ \oh\x- Thus a'^-.a^F-+#C is an P^contraction onto 3tF. Now if

ah„ is an a.e. monotone sequence in aJf converging a.e. to a function / in

Lx(Ji, 39, ß) then «n is an a.e. bounded and monotone sequence in JF. If the limit

function is g, one can easily see that ge 3^ and og = l. Since o-Jt contains the con-

tinuous functions, this shows that oJf=L00(Ji, 38, p). Now we want to show that

f ir(hf)dp =   f    o(h)a(f)dp,
Jx J.K

for all h,fe 3>F. In fact, for a fixed h e 3te,let Jf <=■ JF be the class of functions / for

which this relation holds. Then aJF contains the continuous functions of Ji, and

one can show, as before, that oJf is closed under a.e. monotone limits. Hence

oJrr = L«1(Ji,3S,p).

Finally, we show that extended <r is multiplicative, i.e. o-(hx)-c(h2) = a(Tr(hxh2)) for

all hx,h2eJe. First note that if feLm(Ji, 3F, ß) and ¡j/fr(l)dp = 0 for all

/ e LX(X, &, p) then a_1/=0, hence f=0. Now for « e Mf, g e 'S, I e LX(X, &, p),

f    o(h)o(g)r(l)dp=   f    o(h)o(g)o(iT(lll))dp
Jm Jm

=   [    o(h)o-n(g-n(l/l)) dp =   f  7r(hn(grr(l/l))) dp
Jjt Jx

=   f  7T(hg(l/l)) dp =   f  n(hg)ldp=   f    cn(hg)r(l)dp,
J X J X J -w

hence a(h) ■ o(g) = air(hg).

Now suppose that hx, h2 e JC, I e L«,(X, &, p). Then

f   °(hx)o(h2)r(l) dp =  f   ^AO^Aa^/l)) *

= J"  -rr(hx7r(h2tt(l/l))) dp = £ 7r(hxh2)l dp

OTT(hxh2)T(l) dp
Jj(

which shows that o-(h1)o(h2) = oTr(hxh2), and completes the proof of the theorem.

We   remark   that   every   feLv(Ji,3S,p),lSp«x>,    induces   a   function

« e _„( A-, ̂ ft), defined by ¡x hi dp = }^fr(l) dp for all / e Lq(X, F, p),l/p+l/q=l.

Since r is an P^-contraction the integral on Ji is defined and h satisfies \x hi dp=
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jxhTldp, for all /eL„(X, IF, ft). The case p=l causes no difficulty. If

fe Lx(Jt, 88, ft), / e Lm(X, &, ft),

I f   fr(l)dß\u\ f /r(/)¿ft| + |f fr(l)dß
I J-"*" I        I J{\f\ an} II J{|/I<n>

^ ||t/|. f       l/l ¿a+«I|t/||i
•Ml/Ian)

= l|/|UÍf      l/l*l+«l|/||i.
U<|/|an) 1

Thus, if lk is a sequence in Lm with ||/fc||i —> 0 and |[ /fc || œ á AT then

lim I \fr(lk) dß   Ú k[ l/l dfi   for all « £ 1.
*    \J •/{I/Ian}

Hence this limit is zero and the functional / -*• jfr(l) dß on L is induced by an

Li-function «. In a similar way, any Baire measure on (Jt, 88) induces what one

might call "an invariant functional" on LX(X, !F, ft).

We also note the following relation between the maximal ideal spaces of ¿P and

S; that is, between the Feller and Martin boundaries (cf. [9]). Since 3tP is isometri-

cally isomorphic to Lœ(Jf, 88, ft), we state this relation in the following familiar

form:

Lemma 9. Let J( be a compact Hausdorff space, 88 its Baire sets, and ß a Baire

measure on (Jt, 88) with support Jt. Let JC be the maximal ideal space of the

C*-algebra Lx(Jt, 88, ß). Then there is a continuous and onto map p: Jt' -»> Jt.

Proof. Interpret Jt' and Jt as classes of homomorphisms and define p : Jt' -*■ Jt

by p(<f>) = (t>W<.jf)- Then p is continuous. We show it is onto. Let meJt, and consider

the ideal generated by m-Lx(Jt,88, ß). If it is proper, it can be embedded in a

maximal ideal, whose image must then be «7 under p. We show it is proper. If not,

then l=J,xfigi where / e «7, g¡ eL«,(Jt, 88, ß). Since m is a maximal ideal, 3x0

such that/(x0) = 0 /= 1,..., «. Hence |/| ^e/h sup |g,| on some neighborhood U

of x0, such that p(U)7tO. Hence 1 = |2/?i| ^e on ¿7, which is a contradiction.

Corollary. Jt is homeomorphic to the quotient space Jt'/p.

We finish this section by considering the possibility of joining X and Jt. In

general, this cannot be done. If, however, T is induced by a Markov kernel, such

that the transform of every point measure is absolutely continuous with respect to

ft, then the members of Jt* can be considered as actual functions on X, and the

evaluations of these functions at points of X induce bounded linear functional

on .ff. Hence X can be embedded in S* (possibly in a many to one fashion). We

shall denote the image of Zunder this mapping as Xalso. Hence X^j(Li(X, !F, p)).

Using the method of Lemma 7, X is dense in Jt, in the w*-topology of 'S*.
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Let Xbe the w*-closure of Zin 'S*. Then Zis a compact Hausdorff space. The

following result, stated for the Martin-Doob boundary, is also true for the

Feller boundary.

Theorem 7. For any g e LX(X, F, ft), Tng dp -> r(g) dß in the w*-topology of

Baire measures on X.

Proof. Let stfx = the sub-C*-algebra of stf, consisting of functions g' estf such

that Tr(g') e S.

Let <£ = {fe(ë(X) \f\xestfx},'tgo={fe'€(X) \f\xestf0}. By the Stone-Weier-

strass theorem '€ = 'tf(X). Also, #0 is a closed ideal in ^. Let JP c X be the closed

subset such that (£0={fe'£ \f(AP)=0}. Then we have

<ë(jV) ^*^(X)/^o ^*stfx/stf0 2* 'S ^*V(Jt).

Hence ^(Jf) s *^(Jt) is induced  by a homeomorphism </> : Jf -*■ .#.  Hence

g(s)=g(</>(s)) under the above sequence of isomorphisms. But S separates the

points of 'S*, so </> = identity and JP=Jt.

In other words,

{fe<P(X) \f\xestfo} = {fet¡(X) \f(Jt) = 0}.

Thus if/e if(J), g eL^J, SF, ft), then:

í fT"gdp=   f   (7"(/U)gJft^  Í   7r(/|x)grfft=   f    orr(f\x)r(g)dß
Jx Jx Jx JJt

and

f    ™(f\x)-r(g)dß=   f   /|^.r(g)rfft=   \_fr(g)dß.
J ¿ft %1. /* */A

Thus Tng c/ft -> r(g) c/ft.

6. Harmonic functions in the unit disk. As an example we consider a transforma-

tion suggested by Feller in [10].

Let Z) = {z = re'* |0^r<l, — tt^^ú^} be the unit disk with the (geometric)

boundary C. Let F and ft be the a-field of Borel subsets and the Lebesque measure.

For every z e D, E e F, let

P(z, E) = p(Qz n E)/p(Qz)

where QZ = {Z\ \Z-z\ < 1 - |z|}. Then P defines a Markov kernel, such that the

transformation of a unit mass at z e D is given by the measure P(z, -)«ft. We let T

be the induced transformation on Lx(D, F, p). The adjoint U of T is given by

(Uf)(z) = j/f(Z)P(z, dZ),      feLm,zeD.
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It is clear that any bounded harmonic function « belongs to JF. The converse is

also true, but it seems that no explicit proof of it has been given and we would like

to indicate an outline for this proof.

If R is a Borel subset of [0, 1) let CR = {z \ \z\ e R}. One can then obtain the

following

Lemma 10. Pez %S K< 1 and R be a Borel subset of [K, 1). Then for all ze D,

i-|z|_tf,
P(Q> n Cn)    > 1 [A(P)13/2

Kß^cB,„) = ie[i-K\

where X is the one dimensional Lebesgue measure.

Corollary. Peí P=C[0>1/2)u [A, 1) and let feLl,f=0 a.e. on C[Jf>1). Then

for alln^O.

Using this corollary one can see that if a function he#F (which is necessarily

continuous) has the form h(reit,)=f(r)g(</>) then lim,.^ f(r) exists, and that this

implies the harmonicity of «.

Now if « is any function in JF, let z be an irrational number and consider, for a

fixed «, — co<«<oo,
l   m

lim h, 2 ry-zr-Ary.z) = p„
771-CO   /MfcTl

where t: D -> D is given by TZ=ei2niz. This limit F„ exists for all nonzero ze D,

depends only on r= \z\, and satisfies

rnFn(r) = ^- ¡+"e-Mh(rein't')d(p.
2tr J-n

But, it is clear that
1   m

en«>rnFn(r) = lim - 2 e'i2'lknth(re"tei2'lkt)
m-«oo «Î k = x

is a function in ^ hence einc,,rnFn(r) must be harmonic, which shows that rnPn(r) =

C„rín¡ and completes the proof of the following

Lemma 11. A bounded function belongs to Jf if and only if it is a harmonic

function.

One then shows that the C*-algebra 3iF is isometrically *-isomorphic to P«, of the

unit circle. For any bounded measurable function / on D, let A, be the measure on

the unit circle obtained by sweeping out / dp by the Poisson kernel. The harmonic

function 7r(//l) corresponds to dX¡/dX, which is continuous. It then follows that the

maximal ideal space Ji of 'S is homeomorphic to the unit circle. Since P is induced

by a Markov kernel, D can be imbedded into S*. Then D u Ji is homeomorphic

to the closed unit disk.
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